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WE ARE FALCOON

The world is changing. Are you striving for a better life, on the search for new and innovative ways to get more out of your 
money? Conventional investment products today offer hardly any worthwhile advantages. That is why it’s time for something 
that will truly provide you with long-term support and help.

That is precisely why Falcoon was founded. Make use of the experience of the world’s best traders and get more out of your 
money with two unique, innovative products.

Falcoon deals with the Forex market and the trade of cryptocurrencies. We are achieving impressive results in this sector that 
you can benefit from.



ABOUT FALCOON

Falcoon is distributed exclusively by Prince De Heidendorf – Asset Management.
Falcoon provides a specially developed software that enables you to manage and invest your capital independently.

We want to give our customers 
an innovative, sustainable way to 
get more out of their money.

With Falcoon, we will make a 
positive change in people’s lives 
and see to it that you can more 
easily achieve your goals and 
dreams.

Our focuses are the long term, 
integrity, and professionalism, 
with product benefits that make 
this system so unique.

GOAL VISION VALUES
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FOREX MARKET

The exchange market is the most liquid and robust market in the world.
In fact, there is no other market with a comparably huge
trade volume. According to estimates, the volume of the 
foreign exchange trade (also referred to as the currency trade) is approx.
4 billion USD per day. This number easily exceeds the volume of the total global stock trade.

Until just a few years ago, only institutional investors had access to this market.
Falcoon now makes it possible for you to profit from it as well.

When you invest in commodities and they fall in value, it will always have a negative effect on your 
capital. Now you can also invest in the Forex market, have the goods lose value, and nevertheless 
achieve high profits.

The trade is based on the buying and selling of currencies. In this process, the depreciation and 
appreciation of a currency is determined by means of technical analysis, and the capital is 
introduced to the market in small parts.

In our case, traders with several years of success take this on together with your team. You do not 
have to trade in your money yourself.



FOREX TRADING PRODUCT

Forex Trading is a product by Falcoon in which you can essentially invest any amount.
However, the minimum investment is 500.00 EUR.

You have full access to your capital and the generated profits every four weeks. Two cycles start each month,
every four weeks. (1st of the month to the 31st of the month, as well as the 15th of the month to the 14th of the following month) The 
generated profits are announced on the 31st and 14th of each month (1-3% per month).

In the case of initial investment, or an increase in the amount to be invested, a management fee in the amount of 1.5% of the invested 
amount will be charged.

To allow your money to participate in the cycle, you only need to invest it prior to the start of the cycle.
You have the option of skimming the profits each month while still having the original capital be invested further. There is also the option 
of withdrawing parts of the return, as well as parts of the capital, at the end of the
cycle. 
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FOREX TRADING PRODUCT FACTS

Minimum investment €500

Monthly return 1-3%

Minimum investment period 1 month

Monthly access to total capital

1% spread guarantee + 0.5% loyalty bonus on top

for investment period of four months

Payment to your Cashaccount always the

1st week of the following month
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FOREX BUSINESS PLAN

Minimum investment €500

Monthly return 1-3%

Monthly access to capital

1% spread guarantee + 0.5% for investment period of four months 

Pool points, Loyalty points, and VIP points

Pools

Pool 1

Pool 2

Pool 3

Pool 4

Pool 5

Pool 6

Pool 7

Pool 8

Pool 9

Pool 10

Own deposit

€1,000

€2,500

€5,000

€10,000

€20,000

€40,000

€60,000

€100,000

Coming soon

Coming soon

Downline deposit
100% by direct partners

25% by sponsor structure

€2,500

€8,000

€35,000

€100,000

€500,000

€1,000,000

€2,500,000

€5,000,000

25% by direct partners
50% by sponsor structure

5% min,. By direct partners

Direct partners

3

3

3

4

6

8

10

15

Pool points
Of worldwide 
total capital

0.010%

0.015%

0.025%

0.050%

0.10%

0.15%

0.20%

0.25%

Of capital through
your entire downline

Loyalty points by sponsor structure

1st
generation

0.15%

0.15%

0.15%

0.15%

0.15%

0.15%

0.15%

0.15%

2nd
generation

x

0.10%

0.10%

0.10%

0.10%

0.10%

0.10%

0.10%

3rd
generation

x

x

x

0.05%

0.05%

0.05%

0.05%

0.05%

4th
generation

x

x

x

x

0.05%

0.05%

0.05%

0.05%

5th
generation

x

x

x

x

x

0.05%

0.05%

0.05%

VIP points
on entire
downline

x

x

x

x

x

x

0.01%

0.02%

The total in Pools 1-4 will be split by the partners qualified for this pool. (worldwide total capital)
The total in Pools 5-8 refers to the capital through your downline. 



Exemplary representation - Qualification

Too qualify for the 3rd pool you need:

• Own investment of 5.000€

• Downline Depot of 35.000€

• At least 3 direct partners

You need three direct partners who have invested at least € 500 into Forex. Let´s say one of your direct partners has now invested € 30,000. That 
means you have already reached 30,000 € of the required 35,000 €. Their two other partners have invested € 500 each, so a further € 1,000 will 
be added. This means that 31.000 € (direct structure) have now been reached. Now your direct partners have also sponsored people. These 
users therefore belong to your sponsorship structure. The sum that these users have invested in Forex is € 16,000. 25% of this money now 
belongs to your Downline depot. That means in this case 4,000 € are added (sponsor structure). So you would have reached the required 
downline depot and would have been qualified for pool 3..

Too qualify for the 5th pool you need :

• Own investment 20.000€

• Downline depot of 500.000€

From pool 5 the criteria change a bit. From then on, only 25% of the contribution of your direct partners will count, but 50% of the contribution 
of the sponsor structure. At least 5% of the downline deposit must come from direct partners. To qualify for pool 5, you need a downline depot 
of € 500,000. In addition, you need 6 direct partners who have invested at least 500 € in Forex. Assume the sum of the capital invested by your 
direct partners is € 1,200,000 (thus the € 25,000 is achieved by direct partners). This includes 300,000 € (direct structure) to your Downline 
depot. So there is still 200,000 € missing. The total amount that your sponsorship structure has invested in Forex is 400,000 €. 50% of your 
money will be added to your Downlinedepot. This means that in this case 200,000 € are added (sponsor structure). So you would have reached 
the required downline depot and would have been qualified for pool 5.

• Direct structure: all partners who were sponsored by you (1.Gen)
• Sponsor structure: all partners who were sponsored by your direct partners and their partners (from 2.Gen)
• Downline depot: the total volume of direct structure plus sponsor structure

€31.000 

€4.000 

required: 35.000€

€200.000 

€300.000 

required: 500.000€
Capital through 
direct partners: 
25,000 € required

Your direct 
structure invested 
€ 1,200,000 of 
which 25% 
(300.000€) count

25.000€

Direct structure Sponsor structure

Direct structure Sponsor structure

Definitions

• At least 6 direct partners

• 5% of the downline deposit must come through direct partners

Your sponsorship 
structure 
invested 400,000 
€ of which 50% 
(€ 200,000) count
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CRYPTOCURRENCIES

Cryptocurrencies are digital payment methods that are
generated and managed by means of blockchain technology. As things stand today, these 
currencies
are considered secure payment methods, depending on the currency.

Especially nowadays, cryptocurrencies are becoming more and more 
important for investors. You can already trade on the stock exchanges with many of these 
currencies today.

The market trend is taking on a gigantic scale. Take the bitcoin,
for example. It has had a market trend of 1478.7% over the past five years. 
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CRYPTO MINING TRADE PRODUCT

Falcoon offers investment packages. These are called Falcoon Wings, with a value of €60.00 each.

Our traders will work with your capital. A Falcoon Wing starts at 0, and you will receive 0.81-1% back daily (5 days of the week) until 140% 
has been reached. You will have immediate access to the generated return each day.
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CRYPTO MINING TRADE PRODUCT FACTS

Falcoon Wings €60 each

0.81-1% return per day (Monday to Friday)

Immediate access to the generated return

Total investment volume limited to €20,000,000 / 333,333 Falcoon Wings

The maximum duration is reached when 140%

of the value of a Falcoon Wing has been achieved.

You need 5 active Falcoon Wings to be entitled to 
commissions
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CRYPTO MINING TRADE BUSINESS PLAN

The maximum duration is reached when 140% of the value of a Falcoon Wing has been attained

Return per day 0.81 - 1% depending on the number of your Falcoon Wings

Immediate access to the generated return

1-150 FALCOON WINGS

0.81% return

Daily from Monday to 
Friday

151-300 FALCOON WINGS

0.91% return

Daily from Monday to 
Friday

301-500 FALCOON WINGS

1% return

Daily from Monday to 
Friday

Autobuy €0.80

Fast Placement €0.25

Wings to User €1.00

Autobuy €1.25

Fast Placement €0.50

Wings to User €1.50

Autobuy €1.80

Fast Placement €1.00

Wings to User €2.00

LOYALTY
POINTS

by sponsor structure

3 direct partners, each
with 5 Falcoon Wings

1st generation

2nd generation

3rd generation

4th generation

5th generation

6th generation

7th generation

8th generation

9th generation

10th generation

Registered
partner

Registered
partner

Auto Buy
Falcoon Wings

0 3 through return

2% 2% 1%

1% 0.5%

1% 0.5%

1% 0.5%

1% 0.5%

1% 0.5%

1% 0.5%

2% 1%

2% 1%

3% 1.5%

Distribution charge
Starting at a certain number of Falcoon Wings, this fee will 
be charged once a year. 

From 151 Falcoon Wings €399.00

Aditionally
from 301 Falcoon Wings €699.00

Each Falcoon Wing €60.00



FEES

Various fees are charged when you deposit into the cash account or use Falcoon services. The fees vary depending on the 
type of deposit.
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CASH ACCOUNT
Deposits

Bitcoin €1.00

Bank Transfer 0%

2Pay4You 0%

FOREX
Fees

In case of initial 
investment
and subsequent payment 
/ 
increase in amount

Broker fee 2%

CRYPTO TRADE
Fees per Wing

Broker fee 1.5%

Management fee 3 %

Autobuy €0.80 – 1.80

Fast Placement           €0.25 – 1.00

Cash account 1 %

Wings to User             €1.00 – 2.00

All costs listed here, such as Autobuy, Fast Placement and Wings to User apply per Falcoon Wing.

Autobuy: As soon as the active Falcoon Wings have achieved sufficient returns for another Wing, the Autobuy function 
automatically purchases another Wing. The Autobuy fee is charged for each Wing purchased with Autobuy.

Fast Placement: Usually a Falcoon wing is activated after three working days. With Fast Placement the Wings are already 
activated on the same day. The Fast Placement fee is charged for each Wing for which this service is used.

Gift Wing to User: Spend Wing to User allows you to purchase Wings for other users. This service can be used in combination 
with Autobuy. 

.

ADV Cash 0 - 3.95%

Bitcoin 1%

ADV Cash 1%


